
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a VP, supply chain. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for VP, supply chain

Direct the procurement of both domestic and globally sourced raw materials
and finished products, insuring the lowest total cost, quality that meets
specifications, delivery according to planning requirements, and payment
terms that maximize cash flow
Ensure proper organizational growth and effective recruiting, training,
development, and succession planning
Maintain a vendor base that is in line with the company’s/brands supply chain
strategy and guidelines
Manage the financial aspects of supply chain operations which includes P+L
responsibility of $220M and capital project responsibility exceeding $15M for
the domestic DC network
Provide thought leadership and facilitate cross functional problem solving
across the enterprise and impacted operational domains (stores, merchants,
distribution, logistics, DTC, service delivery, ) to optimize DTC fulfillment
execution
Design future state end-to-end processes, operating model, and capabilities
required to deliver industry leading DTC fulfillment capability
Optimize time in transit and costs for the movement of goods from source to
destination country
Develop and manage global KPI and cost measurements
Manage team of (5) international supply chain managers / directors located in
regional markets
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the United States

Qualifications for VP, supply chain

BA or BS in related field required
Additional graduate work in specific Supply Management studies preferred,
related Industry certifications helpful
Candidates must demonstrate a stable job history and have been in their
current role for at least 1 year
Must be willing to relocate to the Houston, Texas area
Demonstrates leadership qualities at the executive level, comfortable with
presenting to the C-suite when needed
Candidates must already reside in the U.S


